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INTERMEDIATE
ENERGY
NEUTRONS
at WNR
Spin-isospin and enqy dependenm of the NN intemciion and the nucl=r

response

The major focus of experiments with intermediate energy (50-800 MeV) neutron probes
for the next five yexws ~ul be to explore fundamental details of the spin-isospin and energy
dependence of the NN interaction and the nuclear rqmnse.
To achieve this goal, the WNR white neutron source will be ud for nucleon-nucleon and
nuclwn-nucleus
interaction studies over a broad ontinuous range of incident neutron energy.
Measurement of polarization observabk
using polarized targets or polarized beam should
be possible, and will add an important extra dimension to thee studies.
Experimental

initiatives:

●

elastic np sc~ttering in selected

●

inelastic np scattering:

kinematic

regions

np brernsstrahlung
np + ppr-,

npr”, nnr+

np + dy
●

elastic n-nucleus scattering

●

(n, p) reactions: continuum

Recent

Accomplishments

and giant resonance

in Nucleon

Physics

region
at Los Alamos:

L.i.\!PF

●

Separati~ll of longitudinal

and transverse

●

Observation

●

Tests of the isovector content

●

np elastic observab!es from 300–800

of medium modification

spin responses

for ‘H, ‘2C, and ‘°Ca

of the tensor interaction

of Dirac optical potentials

using (p, n) IAS reactions

MeV

W’NR

●

inclusive 7 spectrum

●

excitation

from np bremsstrahlung

●

c[)ergy dependence of the iso~cctor tensor ii)tcraction

function for isovector

rcsonatices

I

at q = O.

in (n, p) react ions

The 1989 Long-Range

Plan

During the development of the last long-range plan in 19S9, lwo Town Meetings were held
on the topic of “Light Hadronic Probes.” The first meeting was April 23-24 in Bloomington,
IN, and the =ond was May 22-23 in Santa Fe, NM.
The following general theme concerning
from the Santa Fe meeting:

The major
broadly

focus
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ineiastic,
thrvugh
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with

nucleon probes

medium

charge-crchange
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c. Study
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can k

of the spin-isospin nuclear
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continuum

final states

up

the dynamics
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thrusts

in nucl=m physi~ for the following
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patiicularly

in th~

channel.

m~son pr-vduction
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nezt jive

in the workshop report

resonance.

In the Appendix to this report, the experimental
five years ( 19/39-1994) were ou~lined:

a. Inrcs:igate

in the

and understanding
w the detemnination
. . . To achieve this goal spin observable

and chaqe-ezchange
the Delta

nucleon probes W= expr=ed

of quasifme
on nucleons

data jor comparkon

of scattering

and structure

charge

exchange

and nuclei.

and Delta producl~on

particularly

rf the best relativistic

near ihmshold
and non-relativistic

Recent Accomplishments

and Near-term

Plain

Recent progr=s in the study Ofinterm~iate
energy (50-800 MeV) nucleon-nucleon (NN) and
nucleon-nucleus reactions at LUS Alamos h= been driven by experiment using the Neutron
Timeof-Flight
(NTOF) Facility .u.d Optically-Pumped
Polarid
lon Source (OPPIS) at
LAMPF and the ‘~hite” neutron source at the Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facility.
Of these faciliti=, only the white source at WNR remains in operatiou.
The key feature o“ experiments with the NTOF facility and the nucleon physics faciiity
of polarization transfer. Such experiments were
{Area-B) at LAM, ‘ was the measurement
made possible by the high intensity polarized beam providd by OPPIS. The key feature
of experiments perford
with the WNR white neutron source was the ability to obtain
the energy dependenm of ob~rv~
r-ctions
in the range from 50-600 MeV in a single
measurement.
Experiments at the WNR will continue to take advantage of the wide neutron energy spectrum provided by this facility. Experiments
in~ol~ing neutron-proton
and neutron-nucleus
reactions will continue or are being planned. In addition. plans are being formulated to measure the polarization of the M’SR neutron beams. It is likely that in certain energv regions
the neutron
polarization could be as high as 1.5-30%. If this can be vmified and accurately
measured. then experi~nts
in~ol~ing polarization
observable
will become possible.

The collective r=ponse of a nucleus to the influence of an external probe is intimately
]inked to the character of the mesonic fields in the nuclear medium. Collective behavior
is manifested as enhancement or quenching of the nuclear response in specific spin -isospin
channels and a shift of the r~ponsm toward higher or lower excitation energ-j. The iso~ector
spin responses are expwtecl to show an enhanced ratio betw~n spin-longitudinal
(u . q)
and spin-transverse
(U x q) r-ponse
functions for momentum transfers near 1.5 fro-], as
predicted by the r + p + g’ mesonic-exchange
models of the nuclear mean field.
Over the past four years the NTOF facility at LAMPF has been u=l to ~=llr~
the isovector
spin responses in quasifree (p. n) reactions on ‘H, l~c’ and @cat Measurements have been
carried out for thr~ momentum transfers (q = 1.2, 1.i.’2.5 fro-l) at 494 MeV inci~ient proton
energy, and for one momentum transfer (q = 1.7 fm- 1) at 795 MeV. The experimental
technique involves me~urement
of a complete set of polarization-transfer
observable,
in
which the polarization of both the incoming proton and outgoing neutron are completely
determined.
The spin-transverse response obtained from these measurements can be compared to those
The spin longitudinal response represents
measured in dcwp inelastic electron scattering.
new information not accessible by electromagnetic
probes.
Analysis of the separated responses re~mls reasonable agrmmeut bct~~wn the longit~dinal response and randonl phase
approxiu~ation (R PA) structure calculations,
but the trans\”erse rmponse is greatly enhanced

relative to both the llPA p~ictions
aad the transverse responses obserd
in ektron scattering. This result is contrary to *rly interpretations of respom+e ratios, which attributd a
lower-than-expected lon@tu~in~/transve=
ratio ti a deficit in the longitudinal mponse.
Excitation of the Delta resonance in nuclei via (p, n) and (3He, t) reactions reveals a considerable downward energy shift of the r=onanm peak pmition compared to }hat mewmed
on the proton. Th=e r=tions
excite both the isovtitor spin-longitudind
(.$ - ~) and spinIn contr~t, electromagnetic prob=, which excite the
transvmse (5 x ~) nuclear respon-.
Delta through a prdotiantly
win-tr~nsve~
mupling, show little shift in the Delta peak in
nuclear targets compar~ to the proton. This obwrvation led to the sugg40n
that cuclear
correlations in the spin-kngitudinal
(pion) channel could be r=ponsible for the shift stwn
in the (3He, t) and (p, n) reactions. This interpretation has km supported by a number
of calculations indic~-ting that much of the ob=rvd
mode in the spin-longitudinal
channel.

shift is due to a strong collective pion

The STOF facility h= been u=d to me~ure polarization transfer for De!ta production in
2H(p, n) and 12C(p, n) reactions at 0° and 795 MeV incident energy. From these measurements. the spin- longitu~inal, spin-transver=i
and non-spin partial cross sections have bem
Fair agreemat
is observ~
betw=n the experimental
cross sections and thmobtained.
In
contr=t,
the cross section in the
reti:al predictions for the spin-longitudinal
channel.
spin-transverse channel iS much larger than expected.
The results of the qu~ifr~
nucleon and qu~ifr~
Delta measurements
present a consistent
In both regions the longitudinal response is fairly
picture of nuclear isovector spin r=ponses.
we]] described by thmretical calculations that include an attractive residual interaction in the
pion channel. On Ihe other hand. in both excitation regions there is an exress of cross section
in the transverse channel. This consistent effmt that spans both nucleon and subnuclecm
regions of excitation should stimulate some reevaluation of the respective roles played by
mesonic fields in the nucleus.
Some open questions remain that are intimately link~ to the interpretation
of the qu~ifree
nuchxm and Delta data. Extraction
of the “bare” spin respons.% lrom the rneasurd spin
cross sect ions requir= a well understood
reaction model. The usual framework in w-hich
tke
data are interpret~
is the distort~-wa~e
impulse approximation (DWIA) or. wit%
some simplifying assumptions, the plane-~a~te impulse approximation
(PWIA) With eikonal
distortions.
[n both th=
models, it is important to have accurate free nucleon-nucleon
amplitudes as input. and to understand
the role of the nuclear medium in modifying th=
amplitudes. There are indications that the prwnt nuckon-nucleon
data bass doe not sufficiently constrain NN ph~e shift solutions in the kinematic regions relevant to the quasifrdata, Some new measurements
of np elastic scattering in specific kinematic regions may
therefore be valuable. Relativistic (Dirac) formulations of the PW:l.4 model implicitly modif~”the N.N amplitud=
in the nuclear m~ium and thereby affect polarization and cross
section ohservabk.
These relativistic formulations for quasifrw scattering are Closely con.
Calculations
by lchimura and
nectccl to re’.~ivistic models of elastic nucleon scattering.
collaborators have shofrn thlt spin-@eucM
disto -tion of the projectile wa~es ma! haie
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large efkts on certain polari~tion transfer ob=r~ables. It is therefore important to refine
current models and arrive at a consistent relativistic description of both dastic and inelastic
nuckm-nucleus scattering. ~au=
the (p, n) data are sensit;!e to the imvector mmponents
of the distorting fields, additional data such M neutron elastic s~at tering may be crucial to
the development of such models.
The random phapproximat~n (RP~) h~ kn
used to generate the nuclear structure
amplitudes used in studies of the nuclear qu=ifr=
spin responses. Recent theoretical work
has pointed out deficiency= in this app=~,
and h= suggested that studies of light systems
3“4
He
may
help
refine
the
theoretical
framework naxssary to understand
such M 2H Or
the response of heavier nuclei. Plans are mo~-ing forward to continue quaaifree polarization
transfer studi- on light nuclid= with the (P, ~ ) r-t
ion at lL~CF. The NTOF detector system
and several key mawet~ wuil’~
to w==
the outgoing neutron polarization have bem
moved to lUCF in a major upgrade of the neutron lime-of-flight facility at that laboratory.
WN R physicists are collakrating
on this project.
np bmrnsstmhlung

XUC]~on-nucleon bremsstrahlung
examines dir~tl!” the fundamental
nuclmn- nucleon force
through coupling of the strong and el=tromagnet
ic (Elf) components of the interaction.
Bremsstrahlung
is the lo~~t en~ru inel~tic reaction that occurs in nucleon-nucleon scattering and the only inel~t~c reaction that o~~urs lWIOW the pion production tbre~l.lold. Xeutron proton bremsstrahlung
(npb) and proton-proton
bremss[rahlung
(ppb) probe entirely differThe Eil interaction couplm to the charge of
ent aspects of the nucleor. -nucleon interaction.
in
ppb
only
neutral
mesons
are exchanged. Thus, meson-exchangethe exchanged meson,
current contributions
in pp~ are mi~i~al. and Fpb probes primarily off-shell properties of
the nucleon- nuchmn amplitude. The contribution
from exchange currents in npb enbanc=
the cross section by a factor of two. Thus. npb is a direct probe of ~n-exchange
contributions to the nucleon -nucl~n amplitude. Bremsstrahlung
reactions can explore a continuum
of photon energies for a given initial condition. and they are therefore complementary to np
radiativr capture and deuteron phot~isintegration
reactions. Recent measurements of ppb
with polarized beam were -made at TRIL_ll F. and ppb measurements are planntxi at COSY,
CELSIIS.
and ~~”1. In contr~t.
npb data are very sparse, and no di.kential
npb cross
section data exist. The neutron White Wurce at U’.SR provid= a unique tool with which to
make such npb cross sfltion me~ur~ments
as a function of incident aeutmn ~nergy from 50
MeV to the thrcsho]d for pion production.
~fs a first step to’,vards meuuring differential npb cross sections at WNR, inclusive npgammaray production has b~n measur~.
Data have been obtained over a neutron energy range
of ;0–:300 MeV. Th=e measurements ~ill contribute to the understanding of the source of
high-cnerg~- gamma-rays that have bmn observed in heavy-ion reactions. Heavy-ion induced
gamma-ray yields were calculated assuming binary n-wtron-proton
collisions with a semiclassical “calibrated” fornlula for the npb cross s~tion.
.~lthough the comparison to theory
is not yet complete, it appears that the inclusive data support this xsumption and collective
~fTects arc IK-JtIlccrssary to explain the gamma yields in Ilraly. ion reactions,

Techniques are being developed for m=suring the differential npb cross section by observing
neutron-proton coincider ces. The differential cross section provid= a more sensitive measure
of meson exchange currents tlw the inclusive photon cross section. Elastic np scattering
has been used to verify the techniques nec=mry to observe bremsstrahlung events. The first
npb coincidence me.aurements are planned to begin next year. These new ~urermmts
will test model praiictions that 40% of the exchange-current
enhancement
comes from the
little understwd heavy-meson component.
NIV elastic

scattering

The primary goal of the nuckmn-nucleon
( NN ) program at LAN PF has kn
to determine
the NN elastic scattering =mplitudes to an accuracy of 5% at energies up to 800 MeV. There
are five complex amplitudes, so in principle ten ~ell-chosen experiments are sufficient to de
tern tine both r~al and imaginary parts. The isospin -1 amplitudes have been eve;-deterrnined
by measuring sixteen spin-dependent
pp-elastic observable.
The isospin-O amplitude
are
determined from np scattering. In 1993, the final year for polarid
beam at LAMPF, measurements of polarization observable
for np elastic scattering at several energim completed
the set of data required to determine the N N el~tic scattering amphtudes at 500, 5S0, 650,
and S00 MeV in a model independent
way.
The nsw spin transfer data have a statistica~ weight about an order of magnitude larger
than the best previous data. The unprecedecteu
accuracy of these measurements was made
possible by the high intensity beam (up to 1 micro-amp average) from the Optically Pumped
Polarized IorI Source (OPPIS) and an extensi~e system of spin pxession
equipment and
.4 detail.d study h= shown that systematic errors
polarization monitoring instrumentation.
associated with beam from OPPE are at least an order of magnitude smaller than those
from the previous l,~mb-shift source.
.\lthough the np differential cross se.-+.ion is known at the 5% ie~-el throughout much of the
energy range from 50-60C Jf<’t’ , iecent measurements very near 180°, where previous data
are scarce. indicate a disagreement
with thmxy and other measurements.
This region is
Preliminary data obtained at WNR for this
sensitive to the r-nucleon coupling constant.
react ion near 1SOOare under analysis.
N-.YUC1CUSel~tic scalien”ng
It is c!mirable to deterrr.ine a realistic mediurri-energy nucleon- nucleiis global optical model
potential for both fundamental and applied rewarch reasons. “Global” means that the potential describes the scattering observable
aS a function of projectile isospin (proton or
neutron), projectile energy, and target speci= (Z, A), and “realistic” means accurate predictive power in addition to accurate reproduction
of the experimental
data used to produm
proton-nucleus global
the poten~ ial. So such potential exists. Limited range mdium-energy
optical potentials do exist for both Dirac and Schroedinger approachm.
However, no complete global study has otm performed that includes projectile isospin in either Dirac or
$cllrowlillger formalisms.
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One reason for this lack is the akence of measured intermedia~ energy (t5kN0 McV) neutron elastic scattering obwxvaldea. The data that do exist consist mostly of neutron-nucleus
total cross sections. These total crow sextions have km measured very accurately (few
percent) at WNR. The neutron total cross section data for ‘Pb have been comhintxl with
a large amount of corresponding proton scatteril~g observa!des for ‘F% to produce a global
nucleon-nucleus Dirac potentia~. This potential predicts well the few angular-dependent ❑ eutron :cattering observable that do exist. The i“~spin dependence of this potential hM km
UA to prdict and compare spin ob=rvabk
for both protons and neutrons. The differences r.re dramatic and are compelling from the point of view of demand for experimental
verification. If the same spin observabh are calculated using a Schroedinger approach (JLM
foldirig n-mdel) similar dramatic differem= are obtained and again are compelling from the
point of view of experi-ntaf
verification. Mor~~er, the differences between the two calcuIational approaches are sufficiently large that a good meawrement would determine which,
if either, is correct. In particular, measure~nt
of the analyzing power A“ for ‘Pb
using
hot h pclarized neutrons and protons, at several energies betwen 100 and 300 MeV, could
shed considerable light on these questions.
(n, p) wactions
Charge exchange reactions have been studied extensively at lUCF. TRIUMF, LAMPF and
\\-X R using both proton beams and neutron beams. Such st udi~ have concentrated on
the effective isovectm XX interaction and on the excitation of giant spin-isospin resonant=.
Because the energy dependence of the spin-flip and non-spin-flip components of the ?iN
interaction is different, this relative ener~v dependence. once it has bem quantified, can be
used to i~vmtigate the spin -de~ndcnt
character of inel=tic excitations.
The ener~v dependence of the central iso~ector interaction strengths
mapped out at chscrete energy intervals using (p, n) reactions at
L.All PF. lletiuren]ents
using the (n. p) reaction at the WXR have
dence in a single experiment. The energy dependence of the effective
action h= been sinlilarly mamnd
using the 10B(n, p) JOC(g.s. ) 3+ 4

V., and V, hzM been
IUCF, TRIUMF, and
confirmed this depenisovector-tensor inter0+ r=ction

The enerav dependence of the effective interaction h= been exploited with dramatic eff=t
in studies of inelastic giant resonances excited with the (n, p) reaction. S@ra obtained at
M“?iR for neutron energies spanning the region from 60-220 MeV reveal the different spin
components of the giant dipole resonance as well FMa rich variety of other resonance struct ures at higher excitation ener~v that have yet to be characterized.
Additional meuurements
of this sort will be pu{sued on a variety of target nuclides, and the possibility of utilizing the
polarization of the neutron beam would further enhance study of the high-lying resonan~
~tructures.
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Figures
Figure

1: Lcmgitudinal (l?~, solid circles) and transverse (&, open squares) responses for
‘2C(p, n) at 494 .MeV compard
to longitudinal
(RL, solid lin=) and transverse (R~, d=bed
lines) RPA responses. The open circles represent the transverse spin response RT obtained
from 12C(e, e’) at q =250, 350, and 500 MeV/c.
Figure 2: Partial spin-flipcross sections for excitation of the Delta raonance in the 12C(p, n)
reaction at 795 ife~’ and 0° scattering angle. The top panel shows the spin-longitudinal cross
section a: compared to DWIA calculations with RPA correlations (solid line) and without
correlations (dashed line)- The bottom panel ShOWSthe spin-transverse
cross section UT
compared to similar calculations for the transverse channel.
Figure 3: Inclusive proton spectrum obtaind
with the WNR white neutron source for the
32S(n. p) reaction at 6* = 7°. The ener~v dependence of the XX interaction cau~ non-spin
resonances to be prominent for the lowest incident neutron energies and spin-flip r=onancto be prominent at the highest energies.
Figure 4: Elastic (n. p) scattering observed with thre conjugate-angle
detector pairs at the
elastic
events
can
be
obtained
for incicient
In
a
single
measllrement,
JvXR white source,
neutron energies in the range from about .50 MeV to 650 ,MeV. The data shown represent
about one day of bearil time. Thee data are being used to refine tdmiques rjmessary to
observe np bremsstrahlung
events.
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